Insular changes induced by electroconvulsive therapy response to symptom improvements in schizophrenia.
Although modified electroconvulsive therapy (MECT) has been employed as a treatment strategy and to resolve medication resistant symptoms in schizophrenia (SZ), its action mechanisms remain unclear. The insula has been demonstrated to associate with clinical symptoms and neuropathology in SZ. This study examined whether insular changes response to MECT outcomes in SZ. Forty-two SZ were divided into two groups according to their treatment strategies. One group (MSZ, n = 21) received 4-weeks MECT together with antipsychotics; another group (DSZ, n = 21) was treated only with antipsychotics. Twenty-three healthy controls (HC) were also included. Structural and functional MRI were scanned twice (baseline and after 4-week treatment) for SZ and once for HC. Firstly, the insula was divided into three subregions based on resting-state functional connectivity (FC). Subsequently, gray matter volume (GMV) and voxel-wise FC were assessed in each subregion. Finally, the relationship between insular changes and symptom improvements was also investigated. Compared with baseline, the DSZ group showed reduced GMV in insular subregions. In contrast, the MSZ group exhibited increased GMV in bilateral posterior insula (PIns); furthermore, the increase in the PIns was correlated with symptom improvements. Second, the decreased FC between right PIns and left orbitofrontal cortex, and left PIns and middle occipital gyrus was observed only in the MSZ group; moreover, these FC changes were associated with symptom improvements. The present study demonstrated that MECT induced insular changes, which may contribute to the mechanisms of MECT.